<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TestSite Id</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Exam Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>492</td>
<td>Nanjing I</td>
<td>Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111 Jingxi Hotel</td>
<td>PMP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dear jun

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2306979E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

jun zhang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Wenxiu

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2305553E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Wenxiu Ding

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Mingliang

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
il Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2303492E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
Mingliang  Bi

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Xiaobing

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2302964E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

Xiaobing  Zhang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Guolin

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2301806E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Guolin Li

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Jiansheng

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2301291E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

Jiansheng Cao

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Xu,

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2300399E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
Xu Liu

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you.
Dear Bin

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2299379E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Bin Zhu

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Cheng

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2299250E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
Cheng Zhang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Tong

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
il Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2299133E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
Tong  Zhou

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Tiehong

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2289930E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

**Tiehong Shi**

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Haibin

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2288835E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Haibin  Liu

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Guowei

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2288710E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Guowei Liu

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear jianfeng

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
lī lǐ
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2288680E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

jianfeng  hu

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear haiying

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2288658E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
haiying li

Best wishes on your examination.
Thank you
Dear long

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
il Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2288639E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

long  wu

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Jun

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
il Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2288608E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Jun Chen

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Yongping

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2288603E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

Yongping Wang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear kai

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2288594E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
kai huang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Honghai

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2288497E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Honghai Niu

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you.
Dear Gaofeng

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2287481E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Gaofeng Zhang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Genjun

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2287381E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
Genjun Chen

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Liqing

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2286437E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
Liqing Ge

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Yandong

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2286211E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Yandong  Zhang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Zhe

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2286055E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Zhe Yu

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Wei

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2283920E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Wei Wang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Shaoqing,

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
Li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2283798E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
Shaoqing Li

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you.
Dear Xiaoli

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2283788E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Xiaoli Tang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear YanGuo

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2282840E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

YanGuo Wang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear JingHui

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2282823E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
JingHui  Chai

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Yong

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2282813E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Yong Chen

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Hui

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2282706E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Hui Cao

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Kang

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2281315E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

Kang Chen

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Longkai

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2279980E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

Longkai Yao

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear zhao

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2278980E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
zhao sun

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Ri

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2278915E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Ri Bai

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Feilong

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
Li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2274343E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Feilong  An

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Yong

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2271605E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

Yong Zhou

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Jing

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2224396E2

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

Jing Chen

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Chaobo

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jsmpmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2218572E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Chaobo Tang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear ting

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2216998E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
ting xue

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear heng

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2216864E2

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

heng luo

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear di

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
cspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2216837E1

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
di zhang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear chuanlong

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2215715E2

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
chuanlong wang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Xiaomin

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2214757E2

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Xiaomin Yin

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Xiaolong

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2154339E2

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

Xiaolong An

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Qiangbin

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2154145E2

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Qiangbin Xia

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Supei

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2152899E2

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Supei Wang

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Liming

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2152784E2

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Liming Li

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear xiaoyong

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
il
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2138277E2

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

xiaoyong xia

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Junjun

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
dspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2136767E2

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Junjun Xie

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Yanyan

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
2132131E2

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**

Yanyan Hong

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Chunxue

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2073756E3

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Chunxue Yuan

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear YaQuan

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
2072900E2

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

YaQuan Chen

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Chao

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
1764980E1

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:

Chao Sun

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear Pierre

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

Exam Date Time
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

Exam Site
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

Contact Person
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

Your PMI Identification Number
1684265E4

Exam
PMP®

First Language
English

Language Aid
Simplified Chinese

Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:
Pierre Aidekon AVOGNON

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you
Dear AiMing

You recently became eligible for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential and registered for a paper-based testing examination. This correspondence serves as final confirmation of your registration for this paper-based testing examination and details are as follows:

**Exam Date Time**
3/24/2012 9:00:00 AM

**Exam Site**
Caochangmen Street, Nanjing, 111
Jingxi Hotel

**Contact Person**
li Li
02583701699
jspmp@126.com

All candidates must arrive at the testing facility no later than 8:30 a.m. on the date of the examination for registration. The exam will start promptly at 9:00 a.m. and will run 4.0 hours with no breaks. No one will be admitted to the testing room once the examination has begun.

Details regarding your eligibility are as follows:

**Your PMI Identification Number**
1563072E2

**Exam**
PMP®

**First Language**
English

**Language Aid**
Simplified Chinese

**Your Name As It Should Appear On Your Government Issued Identification:**
AiMing Liu

Best wishes on your examination.

Thank you